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1 Executive Summary  
In undertaking its first Cultural Master Plan, the Town of Stony Plain is positioning itself as a leader among municipalities 

in Alberta in advancing a comprehensive and integrated approach to cultural planning and development. Increasingly, 

creativity and culture are recognized as having a key role to play in local economies throughout Canada. Many 

communities are realizing that their quality of place characteristics and cultural resources are critical to sustainable 

economic growth and the attraction of a workforce in the ‘creative’ economy.  

The identification of cultural planning as a priority was first highlighted in the Community Sustainability Plan (CSP), 

adopted by Town Council in 2007. The Town saw the Cultural Master Plan as an important step in establishing a shared 

vision that will help identify municipal and community priorities for strengthening the cultural sector and advancing cultural 

development in the town.  

Other objectives defined for the Cultural Master Plan included: capacity building, cultural preservation and sustainability, 

the development of community partnerships, mobilizing stakeholders, audience building, increasing market share and a 

heightened awareness of the cultural sector. The Town sought a final Plan that would set out strategic and achievable 

recommendations to assist the Town in strengthening and diversifying its cultural assets.  

The Cultural Master Plan was undertaken in four phases between September 2011 and May 2012 and involved an 

extensive process of research and community engagement. Two interim reports were produced and brought forward to 

Council for their review.  

 Audit and Analysis Report – established the base of research across a range of issues that served as the 

foundation for subsequent phases of the cultural planning process: 

 Key Findings and Strategic Directions Report – summarized the results of an extensive community engagement 

process and defined a series of strategic directions within which the final Cultural Master Plan would be prepared.  

The Cultural Master Plan sets out a series of recommended actions and a detailed implementation plan. The Plan is not a 

finished document. Rather, it is a thoughtful starting point based on an assessment of where the community finds itself 

today together with the expressed needs and aspirations for the future. The Plan must also be dynamic and continue to 

respond to changing circumstances and resource requirements. New actions will inevitably emerge throughout the 10-

year lifespan of the Cultural Master Plan and the Plan proposes mechanisms for responding to these new opportunities.  

The following provides an overview of the major components of the Town of Stony Plain Cultural Master Plan.   
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Overview of Stony Plain Cultural Master Plan  

Vision Statement   

The following statement was generated by participants at the Community Forum.  

Our community’s culture begins with pride in its history, a commitment to inclusiveness, and a 
creative path to our future.  

Guiding Principles 

In pursuing this vision, the Council of the Town of Stony Plain endorses the following principles.  

 We see a town where growth and development are managed in a way that preserves our unique small town 

ambience and identity. 

 We see culture and creativity as integral to planning for sustainability, alongside social, economic and environmental 

considerations. 

 We see culture as essential to building a vibrant downtown that is the social and economic hub of our community.  

 We see quality of place as contributing to our future economic growth and prosperity.  

 We see the diversity in our community as a source of strength and are committed to values of inclusion.  

 We see a town in which cultural programs and activities are responsive and relevant to all parts of our community and 

through all phases of life.  

 We see a town that values and supports strong cultural organizations working together toward shared goals.  

Goals  

 Town Leadership  

 A Diverse and Dynamic Cultural Sector 

 Growing the Cultural Economy  

 A Culturally Vital Downtown  

 
Recommended Actions are summarized in Figure 1 below.  
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FIGURE 1: 10-YEAR RECOMMENDED ACTIONS – STONY PLAIN CULTURAL MASTER PLAN 

 

• Consider the Establishment of a New Cultural Development Officer Staff Position 

• Implement a Communications Strategy to Promote Awareness of the Plan  

• Establish an Interdepartmental Culture Team 

• Convene a Staff Forum on the Cultural Master Plan 

• Integrate Culture into Town Planning and Decision-making 

• Evolve the Creative Community Committee (CCC) to a Cultural Roundtable 

• Convene an Annual Cultural Summit 

• Hold Issue-based Community Forums 

• Establish a Mayor's Award for Culture 

Goal 1: Town Leadership 

• Establish a Stony Plain Cultural Network 

• Strengthen Regional Partnerships and Collaboration 

• Establish a Regional Cultural Managers' Network 

• Create a Coordinated Cultural Marketing Initiative 

• Establish a Community-driven Calendar of Events 

• Sustain and Expand Cultural Mapping Efforts 

• Address Cultural Facility Needs 

• Undertake a Comprehensive Inventory of Cultural Spaces and Facilities 

• Address Gaps in Cultural Facilities 

• Establish a Youth Apprenticeship and Mentoring Program 

• Establish a Festival Created by and for Youth 

• Celebrate Diversity 

• Promote and Enhance Community Storytelling 

Goal 2: A Diverse and Dynamic Cultural Sector 

• Growing Creative Cultural Enterprises 

• Profile Local Success Stories 

• Hold Creative Minds Events  

• Develop a Festivals Strategy 

Goal 3: Grow the Cultural Economy 

• Develop an Integrated Public Art Policy and Program 

• Provide Spaces for Artists and Creative Enterprises in the Downtown 

• Establish a Shared Administrative Facility in the Downtown 

Goal 4: A Culturally Vital Downtown 
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Introduction 
 

The Town saw the Cultural Master Plan as an important step in establishing a shared vision that will 
help identify municipal and community priorities for strengthening the cultural sector and advancing 
cultural development in the town.  
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2 Introduction 
2.1 Purpose of the Plan  

The identification of cultural planning as a priority was first highlighted in the Community Sustainability Plan (CSP), 

adopted by Town Council in 2007. The Town saw the Cultural Master Plan as an important step in establishing a shared 

vision that will help identify municipal and community priorities for strengthening the cultural sector and advancing cultural 

development in the town.  

Other objectives defined for the Cultural Master Plan included: capacity building, cultural preservation and sustainability, 

the development of community partnerships, mobilizing stakeholders, audience building, increasing market share and a 

heightened awareness of the cultural sector. The Town sought a final Plan that would set out strategic and achievable 

recommendations to assist the Town in strengthening and diversifying its cultural assets.  

2.2 The Planning Process 

The Cultural Master Plan was undertaken in four phases between September 2011 and May 2012. The planning process 

is illustrated in Figure 2. The consultants worked with a Steering Committee with representatives drawn from Council, 

Town staff and representatives from the Creative Community Committee. The Steering Committee members are listed in 

Appendix A. 
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FIGURE 2: THE PLANNING PROCESS 

 

 

• Start-up Meetings with Steering Committee 

• Communications Plan and Project Website 

• Interviews with Council and Town Staff 

• Meeting with Council and Creative Community Committee (CCC) 

Phase 1 - Project Initiation  (August - September 2011) 

• Review Town Plans and Reports 

• Economic Analysis of Creative Cultural Sector 

• Initial Inventory and Assessment of Cultural Assets 

• Prepare Audit and Analysis Report 

• Review with Steering Committee and Staff 

• Present to Council  

Phase 2 - Audit and Analysis (September - November 2011) 

• Community Survey 

• Interviews with Community Stakeholders 

• Community Forum 

Phase 3 - Community Engagement and Setting Direction (October 2011 - January 2012) 

• Review with Steering Committee and Staff  

• Present to Council  

Phase 4 - Key Findings and Strategic Directions Reoirt (February-April 2012) 

• Prepare Draft Plan 

• Review with Steering Committee and Staff  

Phase 5 - Prepare Draft Culture Master Plan (April - May 2012)  

• Post Plan for Community Input  

• Finalize Cultural Master Plan and Present to Council 

• Host Community Open House 

Phase 6 - Project Completion (May - June  2012) 
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2.3 Understanding Cultural Planning 

The Town of Stony Plain has acknowledged the essential role played by culture in an integrated vision of sustainability 

based on social, economic, environmental and cultural considerations. In this context it is clear that cultural planning must 

be, by definition, strategic, integrated, responsive and comprehensive in scope. The development of the Stony Plain 

Cultural Master Plan has been based on this more integrated understanding of cultural planning and development called 

Municipal Cultural Planning. Given that Municipal Cultural Planning is still an emerging practice in Canada, particularly in 

smaller communities, Stony Plain has a unique opportunity to shape a new model for success in Alberta through the 

Cultural Master Plan and its implementation. 

2.3.1 Culture’s Contributions to Economic Development and Community Building 

Reflecting the Town’s understanding of the important role culture plays across a range of planning issues, the following 

section describes the range of ways in which culture contributes to economic and broader community development 

agendas.   

Culture + Downtown Revitalization 

Downtown development and revitalization is a priority for the Town of Stony Plain as reflected in a wide range of planning 

documents. Among the contribution culture can make to this agenda is strong attention to preservation of built heritage, 

strong public art programs and urban design. All make important contributions to placemaking and enhancing the public 

realm. Downtown renewal can also be supported by the use of underutilized buildings and to support spaces such as 

artist work and performance space. Increased attention to cultural resources and activities can increase the viability of 

retail shops, restaurants and other businesses by drawing more people – both residents and visitors – into the downtown.  

Culture + Quality of Place 

While culture can lead in the revitalization of specific spaces such as downtowns, it can also be instrumental to 

developing a broader quality of place in the community. Although, ‘quality of place’ can mean different things to different 

groups, the presence of culture must remain central.  The Town of Stony Plain in many of its plans and policies has 

recognized the essential contribution of culture to the overall quality of place and that constitutes one of the community’s 

strongest competitive advantages in attracting people and investment. 
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Culture + the Creative Economy 

Culture is a key foundation of an economic development approach premised on creativity and knowledge, where the 

ability to innovate, problem-solve and communicate is valued – and rewarded. Stronger connections between arts and 

business communities, and increased public and private sector support of cultural enterprises and innovations has been 

repeatedly demonstrated to aid in attracting human capital and investment to the community. The Analysis of the Creative 

Cultural Economy identified Stony Plain’s strengths in a range of creative industries and occupations which can serve as 

a foundation for growing this part of the local economy.   

Culture + Social Capital 

Stony Plain will experience significant growth in the years to come which will bring with it greater cultural diversity. While 

this diversity will bring new talents and perspectives, it can also bring challenges to integrating newcomers in the 

community in a meaningful way.  Successful communities work to recognize and celebrate diverse cultural traditions while 

simultaneously striving to build a shared sense of identity and civic pride. By creating opportunities for interaction and 

engagement through culture, the town will generate not only economic returns, but social capital between residents– the 

element of trust and connectivity that builds meaningful relationships and vibrant communities.   

Culture + Youth Engagement 

Youth engagement was a strong theme throughout the planning process. Genuine engagement means listening to the 

cultural needs and aspirations of youth in a meaningful way, and being prepared to act on these ideas. There is a wealth 

of evidence to suggest that participation in arts and cultural activities can develop lifelong learning skills, perform better 

academically and feel connected to their community. The ability to be creative – and for the Town to promote programs 

and educational approaches that encourage creativity - allows youth to engage in unique and personal ways with their 

own learning process, and ultimately enables them to contribute more effectively to  the civic, social and economic 

development of their community. 

2.3.2 Defining Cultural Resources  

One of the defining characteristics of the more integrated Municipal Cultural Planning approaches described above is a 

broad definition of a community’s cultural assets or resources. The definition of cultural resources adopted for the Cultural 

Master Plan is illustrated in Figure 3. 

 

 

Genuine engagement 
means listening to the 
cultural needs and 

aspirations of youth in a 
meaningful way, and 
being prepared to act on 

these ideas. 
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FIGURE 3: DEFINING CULTURAL RESOURCES   
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Summary Findings 
 

Fuller development of the town’s cultural assets and amenities together with the experience of its 
creative cultural sector will be an important strategy in building a local economy in which a larger 
number of people both live and work in Stony Plain. While the Cultural Master Plan will define a vision 
and strategies to advance cultural development locally, the resources and capacities needed for 
success will also require strong regional collaboration. 
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3 Summary Findings from the Planning 

Process 
3.1 The Research 

The Audit and Analysis Report established a foundation of data and analysis upon which subsequent phases of the 

planning process was built. The Report summarized the results of three types of background research.  

 A review of all culture-relevant Town policies and plans in order to establish the planning context within which the 

Cultural Master Plan was being developed (a summary of all plans reviewed is set out in the Appendices).  

 An analysis of the creative cultural economy in the Town of Stony Plain in terms of numbers and trends in creative 

cultural occupations and creative cultural industries. 

 An initial inventory of town cultural resources in six categories: creative cultural industries (both for-profit and not-for-

profit cultural organizations); festivals and events, cultural spaces and facilities, and natural and cultural heritage 

resources.  

Emerging from this research, the following themes were identified to inform subsequent phases of work.  

 Stony Plain is anticipating significant population and economic growth over the next decade. This outcome raises a 

series of challenges and opportunities related to managing that growth in ways that sustain the unique small town 

identity and quality of place of the town. An important part of this growth and change will be higher levels of diversity 

that will require new perspective and approaches to meeting the cultural needs of the community. 

 Culture is widely understood within the Town and across the community as an essential ingredient in Stony Plain’s 

quality of life and quality of place. Less well understood and appreciated is the economic importance of culture and 

cultural development. Cultural issues often continue to be understood through a not-for-profit lens that does not 

appreciate the size and scope of economic impacts. Profiling the number and range of commercial cultural 

enterprises in the town is an important part of changing mindsets about culture and its place in the local economy. 

 Capturing a complete picture of Stony Plain’s cultural resources will require a continuing process of identifying cultural 

resources. Cultural mapping is the process used to describe this ongoing process and is another defining 

characteristic of Municipal Cultural Planning. The Town will need to put in place the systems and capacities to 

contribute to and sustain cultural mapping over time.  
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 Fuller development of the town’s cultural assets and amenities together with growing its creative cultural sector will be 

an important strategy in building a local economy in which a larger number of people both live and work in Stony 

Plain. While the Cultural Master Plan will define a vision and strategies to advance cultural development locally, the 

resources and capacities needed for success will also require strong regional collaboration. 

 Further development and enhancement of the downtown as envisioned in a range of plans and strategies will form a 

cornerstone of the Cultural Master Plan. The strong heritage character combined with the town’s successful murals 

program is strength upon which to build.  

 Building the cross-departmental understanding and policy capacity in cultural planning as a precondition.  

  

3.2 The Community’s Voice 

The second phase of work on the Cultural Master Plan was an extensive community engagement process that engaged 

150 town residents and stakeholders in four ways: 

 Interviews - 25 interviews conducted with members of Town Council, Town Staff, representatives from community 

and cultural organizations, key cultural institutions and businesses in Stony Plain; 

 Community Survey – 58 Participants completed a community survey representing a cross-section of the community 

and stakeholders In addition to the on-line survey, hard copies were distributed at Town Hall, the Public Library, the 

Chamber of Commerce and the Multicultural Heritage Centre; 

 Community Forum – A large group discussion was held at the Stony Plain Golf Course, attracting 48 participants 

representing a wide range of community groups and interests. 

 Youth Forum - a small group of 5 youths from Spruce Grove and Stony Plain provided additional insights.  

The findings from all community engagement channels were summarized in the following chart (Figure 4) setting out the 

community’s Needs, Values and Aspirations. 

This phase ended with the preparation of the Key Findings and Strategic Directions Report. The Report described findings 

from all community engagement activities. Findings from community engagement, combined with the results of the earlier 

Audit and Analysis Report informed a Strengths/Weaknesses/ Opportunities/ Threats (SWOT) analysis. This analysis led 

to the identification of a series of Strategic Directions to serve as a foundation upon which to build the final Cultural Master 

Plan. These Strategic Directions are set out in the next section of this report.  

 

 

A precondition for 

success in 

implementing the 
Cultural Master Plan 

and advancing cultural 

development will be 
building the cross-

departmental 

understanding and 
policy capacity in 

cultural planning. 
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FIGURE 4: COMMUNITY NEEDS, VALUES AND ASPIRATIONS  

 

• A shared vision and clear direction for cultural development in Stony Plain 

• Greater community-wide appreciation of the economic importance of culture to Stony Plain's future current and future prosperity 

• Maintaining the town's small town identity and appeal in the face of growth 

• Increased community engagement and participation in cultural activities - including reaching out to new residents 

• Better marketing and promotion of Stony Plain's cultural resources 

• Stroner networking, partnerships, and collaboration among cultural organizations 

• Sustaining volunteers by reaching out to new generation of volunteers - particularly new residents 

• Strategy to sustain (and potentially evolve) current strengths in festivals and events 

• A centralized database of cultural resources 

• Stronger engagment with youth and investment in youth programming 

• Engage businesses to support and participate in cultural activities 

• Specific cultural facility needs (cultural centre, performing arts space, etc) 

• Sustainable funding/investment strategies for cultural organizations and activities 

Needs 

• Importance of sustaining small town atmosphere 

• Community spirit and volunteerism 

• Respect for the town's history and heritage 

• Downtown Stony Plain and it's uniqueness 

• The contribution of Aboriginal culture, identity and tradition 

• The contribution of cultural organizations (Multicultural Heritage Centre, Pioneer Museum) to local identity 

• Reaching out and engaging new residents 

• Respecting diersity, inclusion and collaboration among all community members 

Values 

• A strong leadership role for the Town in facilitating and enabling cultural activity 

• A widely recognized cultural destination and regional cultural hub 

• Increased vitality in the downtown through cultural activity 

• A central cultural facility/cultural centre that contributes to branding Stony Plain as a cultural destination 

• Affordable and accessible cultural programs for all ages 

• An integrated cultural experience for residents and visitors 

• Expanding creative cultural occupations and enterprise in Stony Plain 

• Expanded community engagement and participation in cultural activities 

• Cultural activity of some kind everyday of the year 

• Sustaining a strong cultural identity for the town while respecting the past 

Aspirations 
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Cultural Master Plan 
 

“Our community’s culture begins with pride in its history, a commitment to inclusiveness, and a 
creative path to our future.”  
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4 A Cultural Master Plan for Stony Plain  
4.1 Strategic Directions  

The Key Findings and Strategic Directions Report set out the following themes to guide the development of the final 

Cultural Master Plan.   

Sustain and Enhance Municipal Leadership 

The CMP will define a clear mandate and leadership role for the Town in support of cultural planning and development. 

There was a strong call for the Town to increase its role in facilitating and supporting communications and networking 

among cultural groups in the community.  

The CMP must put in place mechanisms to support ongoing collaboration between the Town and its important cultural, 

business and community partners, partnerships essential to successful implementation of the Plan and ongoing cultural 

development. The CMP must define a clear mandate and set of roles for the Creative Community Committee (CCC) as a 

critical part of defining roles and responsibilities for the Town.  

Finally, the Town through the CMP must set-out a clear and unifying vision of culture to help align efforts and resources.   

Promote and Grow the Cultural Economy  

Findings from the Creative Cultural Sector Analysis as well as the Inventory of Cultural Resources confirm that Stony 

Plain has strengths in a range of creative cultural industries and occupations. The CMP must set out recommended 

actions to grow these industries and occupations.  

The town’s strength in festivals could make a larger contribution to the local economy through strategies aimed at keeping 

people attending festivals for longer periods of time. Strategies identified include creating and promoting the larger 

cultural experience of the town and its cultural resources.  

Recommendations in the CMP must complement and support recommendations made in the Stony Plain Economic 

Development Strategy and Action Plan. That Plan identified ‘Building on Cultural Assets’ as one of six priority action 

areas. Finally, the CMP must define ways to increase awareness and understanding of the economic importance of 

culture to the community.   
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Develop a Culturally Vital Downtown  

The development and revitalization of the downtown is a high priority for the Town as reflected in a range of plans and 

policies. ‘Downtown Improvements’ was one of the six priority areas addressed by the Economic Development Strategy 

and Action Plan. Expanding the number and range of cultural programs and activities in the downtown is essential to the 

town achieving its downtown revitalization goals. The CMP will review the Town’s existing Public Art Policy and make 

recommendations regarding potential changes to strengthen the contribution that public art makes to the vitality of the 

downtown.  

Stony Plain’s downtown is a key defining feature of the unique quality of place that distinguishes the town from 

surrounding communities. The continued vitality of the downtown is therefore a major competitive advantage in attracting 

new residents and investment. The CMP must make concrete recommendations that support successful implementation 

of this key Town priority.  

Strengthen Partnerships and Collaboration    

The need to better network existing cultural groups and activities was one of the strongest and most consistent messages 

heard throughout the community engagement process. Defining a clear unifying vision through the CMP will play an 

important role in achieving this objective.  

The CMP must address both local and regional partnerships and collaboration. Some valuable insights and 

recommendations regarding strengthened regional collaboration have been set out in the report Energizing Community 

Arts, Culture and Sport prepared by The Aurora Foundation. Issues addressed by the report include stronger 

collaboration and resource sharing among cultural organizations across Stony Plain, Spruce Grove and Parkland County 

and opportunities to promote and advance region-wide tourism strategies. 

Strengthen Collaborative Marketing and Promotion   

Stony Plain has an enviable range of cultural programs and activities that are not sufficiently promoted to either residents 

or visitors. The CMP must propose concrete actions to support stronger promotion and marketing of the town’s cultural 

resources through a variety of communication channels and media. Marketing efforts will be guided and supported by the 

Town of Stony Plain Corporate Communications Strategy and in collaboration with the Town’s Communications 

Coordinator. Stronger promotion of Stony Plain’s cultural resources is essential to building the Town’s reputation as a 

cultural hub in the region. 

Key to successful marketing and promotion will be the creation of a central database of cultural resources and 

opportunities in the town. The town currently has a database of artists. This information, when combined with the 

The CMP must address 
both local and regional 
partnerships and 

collaboration. Some 
valuable insights and 
recommendations 

regarding strengthened 

regional collaboration 
have been set out in the 

report Energizing 
Community Arts, 
Culture and Sport 

prepared by The Aurora 
Foundation. Issues 
addressed by the report 

include stronger 

collaboration and 
resource sharing among 

cultural organizations 

across Stony Plain, 
Spruce Grove and 

Parkland County and 

opportunities to promote 
and advance region-

wide tourism strategies. 
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inventory of cultural assets completed as part of developing the CMP, provides a strong foundation upon which to create 

such a central database and to ensure it is effectively utilized.  

Manage Growth and Change 

The population of Stony Plain is expected to grow significantly in the years ahead. This presents the town with important 

opportunities, as well as challenges. The CMP must reflect the desire to preserve the small town identity of Stony Plain, 

while still evolving to the needs and aspirations of new residents.  

Managing this evolving community identity will require ongoing conversations and engagement that connects all parts of 

the community. The CMP must present strategies to support this community engagement and a broad and inclusive 

vision of culture that works to unite the community.  

Expand Youth Engagement 

The CMP must define concrete strategies and actions that engage youth in a meaningful way by giving them 

opportunities to define their own cultural needs and aspirations. Cultural programming must be relevant and accessible to 

youth and strategies are needed to increase active participation in the creation (rather than passive consumption) of 

cultural products and activities. Youth must have a genuine voice in the future of cultural development in the community.  

The CMP must recommend ways of strengthening outreach and communication with youth. A focus on youth 

engagement has been identified as a priority by Town Council which will support and complement recommendations set 

out in the CMP.  

Strengthen Cultural Programs and Facilities  

Stony Plain already enjoys a rich array of cultural programs and facilities. Nevertheless, in light of the town’s growing and 

changing population, consideration must be given to addressing future needs related to programs and facilities. The CMP 

must also address how the culture and traditions of Aboriginal people are better reflected in cultural programming.  

Finally, the CMP must address a range of issues related to the town’s many festivals and the sustainability of a number of 

existing events. A second set of issues relate to the role festivals can play in ‘rebranding’ Stony Plain with a more 

contemporary cultural identity. Suggestions were made about the potential to adapt and renew existing events as well as 

the possibility of establishing a new festival that has a more contemporary focus and theme. 
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4.2 Vision and Guiding Principles  

Vision Statement   

The following statement was generated by participants at the Community Forum.  

Our community’s culture begins with pride in its history, a commitment to inclusiveness, and a 

creative path to our future.  

Guiding Principles 

In pursuing this vision, the Council of the Town of Stony Plain endorses the following principles:  

 We see a town where growth and development are managed in a way that preserves our unique small town 

ambience and identity. 

 We see culture and creativity as integral to planning for sustainability, alongside social, economic and environmental 

considerations. 

 We see culture as essential to building a vibrant downtown that is the social and economic hub of our community.  

 We see quality of place as contributing to our future economic growth and prosperity.  

 We see the diversity in our community as a source of strength and are committed to values of inclusion.  

 We see a town in which cultural programs and activities are responsive and relevant to all parts of our community and 

through all phases of life.  

 We see a town that values and supports strong cultural organizations working together toward shared goals.  

4.3 Goals   

The Cultural Master Plan is built on four high-level goals that anchor and set a context for a range of recommended 

actions. The Plan is not a finished document. Rather, it is a thoughtful starting point based on an assessment of where 

the community finds itself today together with the expressed needs and aspirations for the future. The Plan must also be 

dynamic and continue to respond to changing circumstances and resource requirements. New actions will inevitably 

emerge throughout the 10-year lifespan of the Cultural Master Plan and the Plan proposes mechanisms for responding to 

these new opportunities.  
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It should be noted that there has been a prioritization of recommended Actions to reflect a logical sequence of activities, 

beginning with a number of foundational initiatives that will build the capacity of the Town and its partners to successfully 

implement actions to follow.  

A Suggested Implementation Plan is set out below. The Plan is intended as a flexible document that can be adjusted by 

the Town in response to emerging issues and opportunities.  

GOALS  

 Town Leadership 

 A Diverse and Dynamic Cultural Sector 

 Growing The Cultural Economy  

 A Culturally Vital Downtown  

 

4.4 Recommended Actions    

GOAL 1: TOWN LEADERSHIP  

Throughout the planning process, Town Council as well as staff were praised for the leadership role they have played in 

recognizing the importance of culture to all facets of the town’s future reflected in the many Town plans listed in the 

Appendix and through its financial investments in local cultural institutions and support for activities such as festivals. 

However, there was also a strong call for the Town to increase its role in facilitating and supporting communications and 

networking among cultural groups, as well as for strengthening collaboration with business and community partners.  

Recommended Actions: 

1: Consider the Establishment of a New Cultural Development Officer Staff Position 

Currently, the positions of Sustainable Development Coordinator and Economic Development Officer for the Town have 

played an important leadership role in bringing forward and guiding the Cultural Master Plan together with providing 

leadership in other areas of cultural planning and development. However, the breadth of responsibilities that fall into this 

portfolio make it impossible for this single position to implement the vision and recommendations set out in the Cultural 

Master Plan, and to play an ongoing leadership role in this area recognized by Council as critical to the town’s future.  

It is recommended that a new full-time position be established to have this leadership role. There are a growing number of 

experienced individuals that have roles of this kind in municipalities across Canada.  

Our community’s culture 
begins with pride in its 
history, a commitment 

to inclusiveness, and a 
creative path to our 
future.  
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2: Implement a Communications Strategy to Promote the Plan 

A first priority should be for the Town, led by the Communications Coordinator, should be to raise awareness of the 

Cultural Master Plan including its Vision and Recommended Action. The first target audience should be those community 

members that participated in the community engagement process. The Town’s Corporate Communications Strategy will 

support and guide these efforts.   

3: Establish an Interdepartmental Culture Team 

As noted in Chapter 3, the Town has demonstrated leadership in placing a priority on integrating culture across a range of 

important Town plans and policies. Establishing an Interdepartmental Culture Team will serve three purposes:  

 Support the Cultural Development Officer in implementing specific actions set out in the Plan drawing on relevant 

departmental knowledge and resources; 

 Provide a mechanism to strengthen shared knowledge and understanding related to cultural planning and 

development across departments; 

 Provide a forum for identifying opportunities for cultural resources to advance ongoing planning and policy agendas in 

the various departments.   

4: Convene a Staff Forum on the Cultural Master Plan 

Successfully implementing the Cultural Master Plan requires building a shared vocabulary and body of knowledge related 

to cultural development among a wide range of staff across all departments. One of the first priorities of the 

Interdepartmental Culture Team should be to organize a cross-departmental staff forum to present the Cultural Master 

Plan and introduce core cultural planning ideas and opportunities. 

5: Integrate Culture into Town Planning and Decision-Making  

One of the most important outcomes of the Cultural Master Plan will be building the capacity of the Town to factor culture 

into ongoing planning and decision-making. More concretely it means asking three questions: 

 How can cultural resources contribute to addressing larger Town plans and priorities (e.g. economic diversification, 

retaining youth, growing cultural tourism, etc.)?  

 How do local planning decisions impact cultural resources (e.g. the impact of new developments on existing and 

valued natural or cultural heritage resources)? 

 How can cultural resources enhance the quality of place, form and function of the built environment and the public 

realm? (e.g., public art installations, urban design guidelines, public art commissions for new buildings, etc.) 
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The Cultural Master Plan helps build the capacity of the Town to build its capacity to integrate culture into planning by:  

 Establishing a shared set of definitions and planning assumptions to support cross-departmental planning; 

 Establishing an Interdepartmental Culture Team; 

 Establishing a stronger base of cultural information through sustained cultural mapping.  

5: Evolve the Creative Community Committee (CCC) to a Cultural Roundtable  

The founding vision of the CCC to better link culture and business in the town was a progressive and positive idea.  

However, throughout the planning and community engagement process, there was a strong call from the community (and 

from the CCC itself) to clarify the mandate and role of the Committee in the context of the larger vision and strategy set 

out in the Cultural Master Plan. 

A growing number of municipalities in Canada are establishing cross-sectoral leadership groups (sometimes referred to 

as Cultural Roundtables) to mobilize the resources and efforts in the community needed to implement cultural plans, and 

support ongoing cultural development. The concept of a Cultural Roundtable, when it was raised during certain phases of 

the community engagement process, drew strong interest. 

Each community must define the structure and membership of such a group consistent with its own unique needs and 

circumstances. However, the following range of community interests and constituencies are frequently represented on 

these leadership groups.  

 Council   

 Municipal Staff 

 Cultural Sector Representatives   

 Business Representatives  

 Primary and/or Post-Secondary Educational Institutions  

 Youth  

 Representation from Aboriginal and/or other Culturally Diverse Communities  

While a Cultural Roundtable for Stony Plain must respond to the unique needs of the community, the Town can draw on 

experience in other communities in examining potential models and membership. Examples of successful Roundtables 

and Terms of Reference are available that can serve as a guide for the Town of Stony Plain in defining a structure and 

mandate that respond to the community’s unique need.  

A number of examples of leading practices are set out in Appendix B. 
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7: Convene an Annual Cultural Summit  

An Annual Cultural Summit is an effective means of sustaining the community engagement begun through the 

development of the Cultural Master Plan. The event is also a vehicle for the Town and its partners to report on progress 

made in implementing recommendations from the Cultural Master Plan over the past years. The event could have a fresh 

format each year – for example featuring local artists or performers or including sessions on different cultural issues (e.g., 

cultural tourism, community storytelling, etc.), among others. Whatever elements are included, the primary focus will be 

on engaging the local community.  Such a Summit could serve as a key opportunity to draw youth as well as new 

residents to the town into a conversation about current and future cultural needs. The Summit should be co-convened by 

the Town and the Cultural Roundtable. Over the long term this may be expanded to include other municipal partners.  

8: Hold Issue-Based Community Forums 

Issue-based community forums are an effective means to sustain community engagement in the implementation of the 

Cultural Master Plan. The key is for each forum to focus on a specific issue or action addressed by the Plan – for 

example, a new Public Art Policy and Program. The forums are a means of building consensus and support for specific 

initiatives and to continue to raise the level of familiarity with cultural planning and development ideas more broadly 

across the community.  

9: Establish a Mayor’s Award for Culture  

A Mayor’s Award for Culture provides a vehicle to profile successes and achievements among local cultural groups and 

activities as well as promote awareness of these activities across the community.  Criterion for such an award would be 

defined but could be linked to strategic themes in the Cultural Master Plan, such as youth engagement, strengthening 

support from the business community, among others. Some communities have organized ticketed dinners or events to 

that also serve as fundraisers to underwrite funding programs or support for cultural activity in the community.  

 

GOAL 2: A DIVERSE AND DYNAMIC CULTURAL SECTOR 

The Town of Stony Plain is home to a rich and diverse range of cultural organizations and activities that would be the 

envy of many communities of its size. However, like almost all communities in Canada the town’s cultural sector suffers 

from fragmentation and a lack of collaboration that would strengthen cultural groups both individually and collectively.  

During the planning process, a range of specific ideas and initiatives were identified to enhance collaboration and 

strengthen the sector. More than almost any other sector, the cultural sector relies on strong interaction and 
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interdependence between commercial and not-for-profit activities.  These networks and relationships must be nurtured 

through deliberate strategies 

Recommended Actions: 

10: Establish a Stony Plain Cultural Network 

While promoting informal networks and relationships are valuable to a point, sustained collaboration and communication 

requires some mechanism of structure to support ongoing activity. Helping establish and provide ongoing administrative 

and facilitation support to a Stony Plain Cultural Network would be a key responsibilities of the proposed Cultural 

Development Officer position. Some simple, low-cost activities and initiatives that could be supported and enabled by the 

Network could include:  

 Regular information sharing sessions  – short, well facilitated sessions that bring together a cross-section of 

cultural groups are an effective means of people communicating and promoting upcoming events or activities that can 

surface opportunities or synergies and where specific requests for support or assistance from other groups can be 

identified;  

 Peer-to-peer learning – sessions can focus on topics relevant to many cultural groups (e.g. business sponsorships, 

volunteer management, marketing techniques and strategies, youth programming). Different members of the network 

will have varying levels of expertise on issues and peer-to-peer learning sessions are an effective means of pooling 

and building knowledge and experience across the sector; 

 Use of social media  –  Facebook, Twitter or other social media tools dedicated to sustained communication among 

members of the Network can sustain engagement; the Cultural Development Officer can act as a ‘point person’ and 

facilitator to leverage maximum benefit from the use of these tools. 

11: Strengthen Regional Partnerships and Collaboration   

While strengthening local networks in Stony Plan is essential to building collective capacity in the cultural sector, there are 

some issues and opportunities that can leverage stronger outcomes by adopting a regional (tri-county) approach.  

 10a: Establish a Regional Cultural Managers Network - One mechanism that has proven effective in other 

communities is the formation of a region-wide cultural manager’s network. Cultural managers (or other senior staff) in 

established organizations across the region are often the strongest and most knowledgeable individuals with insights 

into both their own organizational challenges, as well as larger region-wide cultural strategies or initiatives. Regular 

(often quarterly) meetings serve as an effective peer-to-peer learning opportunities as well as a forum for exploring 

larger strategic initiatives. Hosting and facilitation for each event can rotate across organizations. Managers and 
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senior staff from Stony Plain’s three anchor cultural institutions – the Multicultural Heritage Centre, Public Library, and 

Pioneer Museum – are logical participants in such a network. The Cultural Coordinator could also play a useful role 

and benefit from participation in the network.    

12: Create a Coordinated Cultural Marketing Initiative  

The lack of adequate marketing and promotion was a strong theme throughout the consultation and engagement 

process. A coordinated cultural branding and marketing initiative should be launched to broaden awareness and support 

audience development. The marketing initiative should make use of both traditional (e.g., newspaper and magazine ads, 

print based brochures and materials) and non-traditional (i.e., internet, social media) tools and channels. 

A related issue raised frequently during the planning process was the need for Stony Plain to adopt a marketing (and 

tourism development) strategy that promoted and ‘packaged’ a larger and more integrated cultural experience that knit 

together attendance and participation in a range of local culture institutions and activities.  

A coordinated cultural marketing initiative could also include the development of more uniform signage and way-finding 

tools related to cultural activities and opportunities throughout the community.  

13: Establish a Community-Driven Calendar of Events  

The Town already maintains a community calendar that provides a solid foundation for the type of community-driven 

calendar envisioned here. The challenge with all community calendars is that of centralized posting and updating of 

information by one person or agency. The type of community-driven calendar envisioned would enable cultural and 

community groups in Stony Plain to contribute their own information to the calendar, through assigned passwords and 

login information. Postings still require review by the hosting organization (in this case the Town) prior to their actual 

publishing in the calendar (to check for accuracy) but the tool has the advantage of distributing responsibility for postings 

to a much wider range of individuals and organizations. A number of community calendars of this kind have been 

developed in Canadian municipalities that could be examined by Stony Plain. For example, in Ontario the City of 

Peterborough Public Library worked with a local software developer to launch a community-driven calendar that has 

subsequently been adopted by a number of municipalities in the province.  

Establishing a calendar that enables cultural groups to post activities or programs months in advance has the added 

advantage of helping groups to avoid scheduling conflicts and competition for audiences/participants on the same date.   

14: Sustain and Expand Cultural Mapping Efforts  

Cultural mapping is a systematic approach to identifying, classifying, documenting and analysing a community’s cultural 

resources. Over the past several years, the sophistication of cultural mapping concepts and tools has increased 
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significantly. Increasingly, cultural mapping is being adopted as an essential planning and economic development tool in 

Canadian municipalities. The applications of cultural mapping in municipalities can be grouped into three broad uses:  

 Strengthen information on cultural resources to inform planning and decision-making; 

 Making local cultural resources better known to residents and tourists through public portals and/or interactive maps 

(see below); 

 Building an information base on cultural resources to support networking and collaboration across the full range of 

local cultural groups and activities.  

The Cultural Master Plan produced an initial identification of local cultural resources across a range of categories: creative 

cultural industries and organizations; cultural facilities and spaces; festivals and events; cultural heritage and natural 

heritage resources. This work was considered the first step in establishing a cultural mapping system for the Town and 

building the capacity to make use of this tool. A plan is needed to sustain mapping efforts over time. An immediate step to 

build out the mapping results from the Cultural Master Plan is the integration of the Town’s Directory of Artists.  

As with the community calendar, a cultural mapping system must avoid centralized responsibility for collecting and 

updating data. There are an emerging set  of cultural mapping  tools being used in Canadian municipalities that enable 

individuals and groups in the community to contribute to cultural mapping (again subject to review and vetting of the 

information).  

To date cultural mapping work has focused on building a central database, but there have been no efforts to create a 

vehicle to make that information more widely available in the community. To date there have also been no steps taken to 

spatially mapping cultural information and make it available in the form of an interactive GIS- or Google based map. 

These maps make it possible for the community to contribute new or updated information on organizations, activities and 

physical cultural assets (each listing can also be accompanied by photographs, audio clips, video links and other media). 

These maps also make it possible for the community to contribute important community stories in a variety of media 

formats.  

The Town of Stony Plain should examine leading practices in Canadian municipalities to identify an ongoing cultural 

mapping system best suited to its needs. Consideration should also be given to the possibility of extending a local cultural 

mapping system and interactive map to the larger region.  

15: Address Cultural Facility Needs  

 15a: Undertake a Comprehensive Inventory of Cultural Spaces and Facilities - The town already enjoys a range 

of cultural facilities and spaces. Some of these are anchor institutions such as the Multicultural Heritage Centre, the 
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Public Library, and the Pioneer Museum. Other lesser-known spaces and facilities were identified through the cultural 

mapping work. However, a much broader and more comprehensive inventory of existing cultural spaces and facilities 

is required prior to considering the need for new facilities. Different types of spaces need to be identified, including 

indoor and outdoor spaces that are, or could be used for art and cultural expression. Spaces to consider include: 

churches, parks, schools, community and recreation centres, and commercial spaces. Once compiled, the Town 

should create an accessible inventory of these cultural spaces in order to raise awareness of potential spaces that 

may not be currently known to cultural groups. The inventory of cultural spaces will provide the Town with a fuller 

understanding of existing places and spaces to inform decisions about new facility development. 

 

15b Address the Gaps in Cultural Facilities - Four cultural facility needs were identified during the planning process: 

 A new ‘central cultural facility that could be a focal point for cultural activity and help to brand Stony Plain as a cultural 

destination; 

 Additional performing arts space;  

 A new facility for the Public Library that is quickly outgrowing its current location; 

 A potential consolidated community archives. 

Several options emerged for realizing the opportunity of the central facility. The first is the Multi-Cultural Village 

Development Plan prepared by the Multicultural Heritage Centre that is to be anchored over the long term around six 

operational centres: cultural centre (art gallery, museum, performing arts/theatre, arts storage, learning and educational 

programming), conference centre, library, agricultural centre, social enterprise centre, restaurant, bed and breakfast 

complex, and senior residences.  

The second possibility that emerged from the community engagement process was the location of a new library in 

proximity to the Multicultural Heritage Centre that would create a ‘hub’ and critical mass of cultural facilities. It was 

suggested the new library could include a performing arts facility and potentially a central archives. The third is the 

potential to address some of the needs addressed through recommendations made in the Tri-Municipal Recreation and 

Culture Indoor Facility Strategy. 

The consultants do not have sufficient information and are not in a position to make a recommendation about any one of 

these options. One observation is the clear trend across the country towards multi-functional cultural centres that combine 

facilities for exhibitions, performances, sometimes studio space for artists or artisans, etc.        

16: Establish a Youth Apprenticeship and Mentoring Program   

The Town should take steps to establish a program that connects local youth with individual artists, young entrepreneurs 

and creative professionals. While needing to maintain their autonomy and authenticity, these apprenticeship programs 
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can provide real opportunities to expose youth to potential career options and future employment possibilities, as well as 

fostering skills development. The Cultural Roundtable with its diverse range of interests and constituencies (e.g., the arts 

community, local business, and schools) is ideally placed to play a leadership role in facilitating the establishment of 

apprenticeship and mentoring program. 

17: Establish a Festival Created By and For Youth 

The youth of Stony Plain should be invited to come together to envision an event that would be uniquely designed to 

respond to their own cultural needs and aspirations. Once a vision of the event is defined, the Cultural Roundtable could 

support the development and launch of such an event due to its composition representing the Town, the cultural 

community, business, the schools, etc.  

18: Celebrate Diversity  

As the town grows in population it will inevitably evolve into a more culturally diverse community. Celebrating this diversity 

and ensuring that new residents feel welcome will require cultural programs and activities better reflecting and serving this 

population. A second issue related to diversity frequently raised was the need to better acknowledge and celebrate the 

unique culture and traditions of Aboriginal peoples in the region. Actions taken to address these needs must be identified 

through a meaningful dialogue and engagement with these communities to effectively define their interests and needs, 

rather than pre-determine how these needs must be addressed. Ensuring representation from culturally diverse 

communities on the Cultural Roundtable will provide a forum for these important discussions to take place.  

19: Promote and Enhance Community Storytelling   

Stories have been called the 'DNA of culture’. Each community has a rich array of stories to tell that express its unique 

identity and sense of place.  Stories can help stimulate civic pride and help generate interest and ‘buzz’ to help Stony 

Plain position itself as a vibrant and attractive place to live, visit and do business. A number of storytelling programs 

currently exist (such as those supported by the Multicultural Heritage Centre) in the community that provide a foundation 

upon which to build.  Enhancing current programming could be achieved using a number of channels and tools.  

 Inviting the community to contribute their own stories using simple tools such as Survey Monkey (should some form 

of interactive map be developed this tool could be used as a mechanism for sharing these stories).  

 Using existing festivals or events as venues/forums for sharing stories.  

 Convening an annual storytelling festival.  
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GOAL 3: GROWING THE CULTURAL ECONOMY  

The potential of cultural resources and activities to help support and diversify the local economy through a range of 

strategies and actions was a consistent theme throughout the planning process. This was coupled with an identified need 

to break out of the not-for-profit mindset about cultural organizations and resources and embrace a broader vision that 

includes commercial cultural enterprises. Overall the engagement process revealed the need to broaden awareness and 

better communicate the economic contributions and importance of culture to the town. 

Recommended Actions: 

20: Growing Creative Cultural Enterprises  

The Economic Analysis of the Creative Cultural Sector combined with the initial inventory of cultural resources revealed a 

sizable and diverse range of creative cultural industries or enterprise. A number of initiatives can support and help growth 

these enterprises that will in turn contribute to the larger economic goal of Stony Plain as a community in which people 

both live and work.  

 19a: Profile Local Success Stories - Many successful creative enterprises fly ‘under the radar screen’ in 

communities. Stories of these successes are a powerful way to build profile for the sector, inspire people and 

organizations, and attract new businesses and interest to the town. Short videos or other forms of multi-media should 

be created to tell a range of success stories involving both individuals and organizations in Stony Plain. These could 

include a range of stories including individual artists, the success of a local festival, or a locally based but widely 

recognized design company.  

 19b: Creative Minds Events - These events are a combination of networking and peer-to-peer learning opportunities 

for individuals working in small and medium sized creative enterprises. The concept is simple. An after-work event is 

organized that brings together individuals working in the sector. The first portion of the meeting is informal networking 

followed by presentations by 4-6 individuals who speak for 3-4 minutes on their enterprises and future business 

development plans. In some communities these presentations are videotaped and posted to YouTube or a dedicated 

website for reference by those unable to attend the event. Presentations are followed by another opportunity for 

networking. The entire event is designed to last no longer than 2 hours. Success in many creative cultural enterprises 

depends on building relationships to enable supply chain connections (i.e., creation, manufacturing, production and 

distribution) for cultural goods and services. Again, the Cultural Development Officer could play a facilitating role for 

such events.  
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21: Develop a Festivals Strategy  

Stony Plain’s festivals were identified as among the community’s most important cultural assets, but also ones that were 

facing challenges on a number of levels. The first is organizational challenges that threatened the sustainability of certain 

festivals and that were acknowledged strains on all events. Among the issues identified here: 

 Events rely on a dedicated group of volunteers many of whom have provided leadership for many years; concerns 

were expressed about succession and recruiting a new generation of volunteers to take over as individuals retired or 

could no longer sustain their level of commitment;  

 It was suggested that fewer events properly resourced and marketed might be preferable to sustaining all existing 

events.  

 A more integrated marketing strategy would benefit all events, be a more efficient use of resources and if well 

executed reach outside the community to attract more people from the larger region. 

The second set of issues related to the untapped potential to increase the economic impact of a number of the larger and 

more successful festivals through strategies designed to keep attendees in the community for longer periods of time 

spending money on food and accommodation and, potentially, attending or participating in other cultural activities.  

Among the challenges and opportunities identified here?  

 Many events rely largely on word-of-mouth and an awareness in the community and beyond that these events will 

take place on specific dates (i.e., there is little or no proactive marketing efforts); 

 Many events have not changed to any significant degree over many years and in the eyes of some had become 

somewhat ‘stale’; new approaches or elements for some of these events could help ‘refresh’ them in ways that could 

attracted new audiences – including residents;  

 The current range of festivals communicates the rich history and traditions in the community but do not celebrate 

more contemporary facets of the community and forms of cultural expression.  

 The potential for a new ‘signature festival’ that could be launched and which could potentially contribute to culturally 

‘rebranding’ the town as a more creative, contemporary and vibrant cultural destination.  

To address these issues, the following recommendations are made. 

 Develop an overarching festivals strategy – elements of this strategy could include:  

 Creating a unified festivals brand and marketing strategy promoting festivals year-round. 

 Distinguish different types of events in order to focus festival development (i.e., Tourism Events – those 

that already attract sizeable numbers of attendees, a significant portion of which from outside the 
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community; Growing and Emerging Events – those with the potential to grow into Tourism Events; and 

Community-based Events – those that are primarily community focused with limited tourism potential); 

 Consider the range of possibilities for a new signature event aimed at culturally rebranding the 

community.  

 Develop a proactive recruitment strategy for the next generation of volunteers.  

 

GOAL 4: A CULTURALLY VITAL DOWNTOWN   

Successful cultural districts and culturally vibrant downtowns across Canada offer a distinct and evolving blend of 

community, recreational, entrepreneurial, and entertainment venues and environments that together define the creative 

fabric of a city. They provide the necessary workspaces, galleries, theatres, cafés, streets and public spaces that provide 

critical social and economic spaces of interaction among a varied mix of stakeholders and interest groups, cultural 

producers, artists, entrepreneurs and residents.  

The Main Street Streetscape Plan sets out a vision and a plan for advancing downtown revitalization. This is an ambitious 

multi-year plan that recognizes the importance of culture to enhancing quality of place building a stronger public realm. 

The public realm refers to spaces in a community that are primarily in public ownership and generally used in everyday 

life. This includes parks, open spaces, downtown public spaces, streetscapes and pedestrian corridors. In the public 

realm, culture is expressed through the design of place and the enabling of social interactions and exchange.  

22: Develop an Integrated Public Art Policy and Program  

Public art plays a powerful role in public realm enhancements. The Town of Stony Plain has made a major investment in 

its murals program that has won it widespread recognition. The Town currently has two public art policies established in 

2009. The first is the Mural Art Procedure that sets out the goals and procedures linked to this successful program. The 

second is the Media Art Procedure. Media art is defined in two categories: Community Art – sculptures and interior 

paintings and murals that are “community-based and provide people opportunities to express themselves in new and 

unique ways”; Discrete Art – encompassing static art displays such as those in galleries “that is not integrated or theme-

based on the display or location.”  

The Town should bring together policies governing different media and forms of public art into an integrated public art 

policy and program. While the framing of issues in the two policy documents has strengths, another framing of public art 

issues that could be considered as a step toward the integrated policy could be:   
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 Civic Public Art – a category of professional commissioned works funded by the Town (and potentially through 

partnership with local business or other community groups facilitated by the Cultural Roundtable) that cover  a range 

of media in outdoor spaces (including the current murals program, commissioned sculpture, etc.) as well interior 

spaces (paintings, sculpture, multimedia installations, etc.) ; 

 Town owned collections – policies guiding collections management issues and procedures; 

 Community Public Art – a program that invites community organizations and residents participating either on their 

own or supported and facilitated by professional artists. 

Community public art can be a powerful vehicle for promoting community dialogue and providing an opportunity for local 

residents to creatively express the unique aspects of their neighbourhoods and community.  

Given the prominent place given to public art in particular and cultural resources more broadly set out in the Main Street 

Streetscape Plan (for example prominent pieces of public art to mark both the North and South Gateway Concept as well 

as the Centre Island Concept) such an overarching public art policy would put in place the policies (and potentially 

extended funding opportunities) to plan for these significant public art investments.   

23: Provide Spaces for Artists and Creative Enterprises in the Downtown  

One of the biggest challenges facing many individual artists and emerging creative enterprises is the availability of 

affordable space. There are currently in the downtown a range of empty or underutilized buildings and spaces that could 

be available as artists’ studios or office space for small enterprises. The advantage would be drawing more people and 

activity into the downtown thereby increasing its appeal as a destination for both residents and visitors.   

24: Establish a Shared Administrative Facility in the Downtown  

The call for additional cultural spaces in the community was in large part linked to spaces to support different forms of 

cultural expression or activity (e.g., exhibition and performance spaces). There is a second type of cultural space that 

could potentially play a significant role in supporting non-profit cultural groups, as well as cultural enterprises from the 

standpoint organizational strength and capacity building.  

There is a growing trend across the country to establish what are often referred to as ‘cultural hubs or convergence 

centres’ as shared administrative and networking spaces. For many small not-for-profit groups it can serve as spaces for 

shared facilities and services (e.g., access to meeting rooms, photocopiers, computers, etc.). From a creative enterprise 

standpoint, these same centres or hubs can serve as ‘incubators’ where professional contacts and relationships can be 

built with the potential to generate new business ideas and products. Consideration could be given to establishing such a 

facility in unused or underutilize spaces in the downtown on a temporary basis. 
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4.5 Monitoring  

As previously noted, the Plan is not envisioned as a static document, but one that will evolve based on new needs and 

opportunities that will emerge as the Plan moves forward. Many recommendations are initiated in the first 2-3 years of the 

plan, but will set the stage for follow-up initiatives and ongoing programs. For example, establishment of the Cultural 

Coordinators’ position and the establishment of the Cultural Roundtable will be essential in building the capacity for the 

Town to move forward with other proposed Actions.  

Annual Cultural Plan Report Card  

Part of the effective implementation of any plan is putting in place mechanisms to track progress toward the vision and 

strategies identified in the plan. One mechanism for monitoring progress is an Annual Cultural Plan Report Card to report 

to the community each year on progress made toward implementing the plan. The creation of the Cultural Plan Annual 

Report Card could be the joint task of the Town and the Cultural Roundtable. Distribution of the Cultural Plan Report Card 

should be timed for release just prior to the Annual Cultural Summit to provide the broader community an opportunity to 

engage through questions about the plan implementation process.  
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Implementation Plan 
 

The Implementation Plan and its actions are outlined according to the following: 

 Timing – whether the action is to be initiated in Year 1 (2012) or over three time horizons: Short term (2-3 years), 

Medium term (4-6 years) or Long Term (7-10 years); 

 Output Measures – measures or steps demonstrating the successful implementation of that Action; 

 Lead Responsibility – the department or organization with lead responsibility for that Action. 
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5 Suggested Implementation Plan 

Recommendations 

Timing 

Output Measures 
Lead  Responsibility 
(to be determined) Year 1 

(2012) 
S M L 

Goal 1: Town Leadership 

1 
Consider the Establishment of a New 
Cultural Development Officer Staff 
Position 

    Hiring of new staff position   

2. 
Implement a Communications 
Strategy to Raise Awareness of the 
Plan 

    
Development and implementation of the 

Communications Strategy 
 

2 
Establish an Interdepartmental 
Culture Team 

    Establishment of Interdepartmental Team   

3 
Convene a Staff Forum on the 
Cultural Master Plan 

    
Successful convening of staff forum with strong 

attendance from across departments  
 

4 
Integrate Culture Into Town Planning 
and Decision-Making 

    

Greater understanding and increased capacity 

across departments to factor culture into 

planning  
 

5 
Evolve the Creative Community 
Committee (CCC) to a Cultural 
Roundtable 

    
Establishment of Terms of Reference and 

recruitment of first Roundtable  
 

6 Convene an Annual Cultural Summit     
First Summit convened Year Two after the 

adoption of the Cultural Plan. 
 

7 Hold Issue-Based Community Forums     
First Forum convened in Year 2; Forums 

convened based on identified issues and needs. 
 

8 Establish a Mayor’s Award for Culture     
Definition of Award guidelines and launching of 

awards program   
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Recommendations 

Timing 

Output Measures Lead Responsibility Year 1  
(2012) 

S M L 

Goal 2: A Diverse and Dynamic Cultural Sector 

9 
Establish a Stony Plain Cultural 

Network 
    

Launch of Cultural Network and convening of first 

meeting  
 

10 
Strengthen Regional Partnerships and 

Collaboration 
      

a. 
Establish a Regional Cultural 

Managers Network 
    

Recruitment of cultural managers from Stony 

Plain, Spruce Grove and Parkland County to 

form network  
 

11 
Create a Coordinated Cultural 

Marketing Initiative 
    

Developing terms of reference/request for 

proposals and develop the marketing initiative  
 

12 
Establish a Community-Driven 

Calendar of Events 
    

Researching leading tools and practices for 

community calendars and launching calendar 
 

13 
Sustain and Expand Cultural Mapping 

Efforts 
    

Establishing Cultural Mapping Working Group to 

consider options for ongoing mapping systems, 

drawing on leading practices in Canada 
 

14 Address Cultural Facility Needs       

a. 

Undertake a Comprehensive 

Inventory of Cultural Spaces and 

Facilities 
    Completion of inventory  
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Recommendations 

Timing 

Output Measures Lead Responsibility Year 1 
(2012) 

S M L 

Goal 2: A Diverse and Dynamic Cultural Sector 

b Address Gaps in Cultural Facilities     

Determination of most effective and efficient 

means of addressing gaps, and development of 

new facilities 
 

15 
Establish a Youth Apprenticeship and 

Mentoring Program 
    

Launching program and recruiting initial 

apprenticeship/mentoring opportunities   
 

16 
Establish a Festival Created By and 

For Youth 
    

Striking of Youth Working Group to develop 

proposals for festival; launch of first festival   
 

17 Celebrate Diversity      
Launch dialogue on potential programming and 

other initiatives through the Cultural Roundtable 
 

18 
Promote and Enhance Community 

Storytelling  
    

Examining leading practice in storytelling 

programs and promote and enhance existing 

programming 
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Recommendations 

Timing 

Output Measures Lead Responsibility Year 1 
(2012) 

S M L 

Goal 3: Grow the Cultural Economy 

19 Growing Creative Cultural Enterprises        

a Profile Local Success Stories      
Identifying success stories and 

creating/recording and publishing first stories  
 

b Hold Creative Minds Events      Convening of first event   

20 Develop a Festivals Strategy      

Defining Terms of Reference outlining issues to 

be addressed by the Strategy; determining 

capacity to undertake strategy internally or need 

for external consulting expertise  
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Recommendations 

Timing 

Output Measures Lead Responsibility Year 1 
(2012) 

S M L 

Goal 4: Places and Spaces for Culture 

21 
Develop an Integrated Public Art 

Policy and Program      

Examine leading practices in public art policies in 

Canada; development of public art policy by 

Cultural Coordinator  
 

22 
Provide Spaces for Artists and 

Creative Enterprises in the Downtown  
    Identification and provision of downtown spaces   

23 
Establish a Shared Administrative 

Facility in the Downtown  
    

Assessing interest and defining program, 

services and costs related to establishing the 

facility; locating space and establishing facility  
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6 Appendices   
6.1 Steering Committee Members 

  

• Judy Bennett, Councillor and Chair, Creative Community 
Committe Chair 

• Brenda Otto, Sustainable Development Coordinator 

• Kim Neill, Director of Community Services 

• AnnLisa Jensen-Gawenus, Economic Development Officer 

• Melanie Sampson, Community Services Coordinator 

• Trish Haryett, Community Services Coordinator 

Town Staff 

• Judy Unterschultz, Executive Director, Multicultural Heritage 
Centre 

• Kevin Wunsch, Branch Manager of Servus Credit Union 

Community 
Members 
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6.2 Stony Plain Plans and Policies Reviewed  

 Municipal Development Plan 

 Community Sustainability Plan 

 Business Development Plan 

 Town of Stony Plain Master Plan 

 Municipal Public Art Acquisition Policies and Procedures 

 Public Art Policy: Media Art Procedure  

 Public Art Policy: Mural Art Procedure  

 Tri-Municipal Regional Recreation and Culture Indoor Facility Strategy 

 Leisure Services Master Plan 

 Community Satisfaction Survey 

 Communications Audit 

 Creative Community Committee Terms of Reference  

 Multi-Cultural Village Development Plan and the Multi-cultural Village Overview Document  

 Main Street Streetscape Plan 

 Urban Design Toolkit  

 Economic Development Strategy Draft 

 Tourism Strategy 

 Block Party Toolkit  

 Zero Waste Event Guide  
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6.3 Examples and Leading Practices in Cultural Roundtables  

Cultural Roundtable - Orillia, Ontario  

Orillia’s Cultural Plan was led by a Steering Group with wide representation including Council members and staff, 

representatives of the cultural sector, the business community, First Nations and a range of other community leaders. 

Upon the adoption of the Plan in 2006, the Steering Group evolved into a Cultural Roundtable mandated with the task of 

supporting its implementation, as well as addressing other cultural development opportunities in the community. The 

model proved highly successful not only in implementing the Cultural Plan but in bringing forward a range of successful 

new programs and initiatives. City staff provides administrative support to the Roundtable, but it does not itself receive 

financial or operating support.  

Orillia Cultural Roundtable Terms of Reference 

Purpose 

The Cultural Roundtable builds community capacity in cultural development by facilitating communication and 

supporting collaboration among community, business and municipal interests. 

Roles 

 Building a shared vision and understanding of culture in Orillia.  

 Acting as a catalyst for leadership and innovation. 

 Serving as a sounding board for ideas and actions (including issues being brought forward to Council).   

Administration  

 Finances - The Cultural Roundtable will be responsible for generating the financial support needed to sustain 

its work. This may take the form of funding and sponsorships and/or earned revenue and memberships. A 

long term plan for financial sustainability will be developed. 

 Administrative Support - The Department of Culture and Heritage provides administrative support to the 

Roundtable including: 

o Scheduling and meeting logistics  

o Supporting communications with the community (e.g., maintaining a contract list, press releases, website 

updates, periodic newsletters) 

o Serving as a contact point for referrals and networking (‘who could I talk to?’) 
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 Leadership - Consistent with its purpose and guiding principles, the Cultural Roundtable will be governed 

using a shared leadership model. The role of the Chair will be to enable participation and facilitate dialogue 

among members of the Roundtable and the larger community.  

A small steering group of 3 to 4 people will serve as a as a sounding board and coordinating body between 

meetings of the full Roundtable. 

Cultural Roundtable – Prince Edward County, Ontario  

The establishment of the Cultural Roundtable was one of the anchor recommendations of the Cultural Strategic Plan 

adopted by Council in 2006. Beyond its role in supporting the implementation of the cultural plan, the group continues to 

play a vital role in the community in connecting resources and acting as a catalyst for action. The composition of the 

Roundtable includes at least one member of Council, municipal staff, representatives of the cultural sector, the business 

community, and a range of other community leaders. The group meets monthly with County staff providing administrative 

support, but receives no direct operating support. The Roundtable is not an official committee of Council, but reports 

annually to Council as well as to the Annual Cultural Rally (Summit). A major recent achievement of the Roundtable has 

been acting as a catalyst for the formation of a Prince Edward County Community Foundation. The Cultural Strategic Plan 

made no mention of a Community Foundation, but its formation speaks to the power of a mechanism that sustains 

conversations and collaboration across a wide range of community interests.  

Terms of Reference for the Roundtable:  

http://culturalroundtable.ca/documents/Termsofreference.pdf 

Policies and Procedures for the Roundtable:  

http://culturalroundtable.ca/documents/PolicyandProcedures.pdf 

 

  

http://culturalroundtable.ca/documents/Termsofreference.pdf
http://culturalroundtable.ca/documents/PolicyandProcedures.pdf

